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If in-person learning is available,  the current elementary 
model of full day in-person instruction will continue in 
January with the addition of early release days every 
Wednesday.

Current Elementary Model
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Unique Secondary Challenges

● Number of students on each campus
● Mixing groups of students for each class period 
● Passing periods between classes
● Large lunch crowds 
● Credit bearing courses

To manage these challenges, a shortened day mitigates risk by

● Reducing passing periods
● Eliminating large lunch challenges
● Provides continuity for credit bearing courses, no required teacher or schedule 

changes
● Synchronous, engaging instruction for in-person and EDL Students

Current Secondary Model
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Evolution of Current Secondary Model

With the increase of cameras and other technology enhancements in our 
classrooms, paired with professional development, teacher innovation, and 
practice,  live streaming began to replace the afternoon EDL model.

Moving forward, EDL students can access instruction by live streaming 
alongside their in-person peers.   An EDL afternoon model is no longer 
necessary for the spring semester.
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Plan B
If full return is not feasible in January for secondary:

● Original “Plan B” - Consideration of moving to a hybrid model to 
mitigate the number of students on each campus.
○ Optimizing streaming to allow continuation of learning with half the 

students on campus on designated days
● Recommended “Plan B”-

○ Current ⅔ of a day secondary schedule paired with streaming would 
allow students to be on campus daily without lunch.  

○ Continuing with the current model provides consistency for 
students.
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Secondary Plan B Overview

● ⅔ day on campus learning five days a week

○ 7:45-11:50 or 8:15-12:24 Mountainside, 8:45-12:50 Copper Ridge

● Provides instruction for three class periods a day
● All students will attend class together either online or in-person. 

EDL students will receive synchronous instruction with in-person 
students and their current teachers in the morning.  
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Secondary Third Quarter Overview Continued
● All students (EDL and in-person) are expected to engage in asynchronous 

learning during the afternoon. Requires clearly define asynchronous 
instructional minutes to ensure appropriate pacing through the 
curriculum.   Teachers will schedule academic support in the afternoon, 
except for Wednesday early release time planned for all students (Pre-K-
12)

● Please note that students in special education programs (ALC, SCA, LSC, 
SUCCESS, SHINE, and SCORE) will continue with the full day schedule

● The full day of learning pilot for secondary students attending K-8 schools 
will be reviewed to determine if expansion is supported.
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Safe Place for Students to Learn

● Secondary schools will continue to offer an on-campus option 
for the two hours in the afternoon for students who need this 
support.

● Elementary schools will offer an on-campus option for the two 
hours of Wednesday early release for students who need this 
support.
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